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In a series of natural disasters affecting the safety of modern American cities,
hurricane is a major one. In 2005, the hurricane Katrina which logged in New Orleans
caused great casualties and property losses. In a series of losses, residents of the
housing loss particularly serious, which makes the post-disaster housing
reconstruction is very difficult.
After the hurricane, with the help of federal government and Louisiana state
government, New Orleans began a large-scale post-disaster reconstruction. Among
them, housing reconstruction is one of the main projects of reconstruction. In
post-disaster housing reconstruction, Louisiana state government established" Road
Home Program" and New Orleans developed " Unified New Orleans Plan" ,which
have the biggest impact". "Road Home Program" is mainly to help the home owners
to repair or rebuild their homes, and use federal government's tax credit money to
build rental housing for low-income families .The primary purpose of "Unified New
Orleans Plan" is to dismantle central city segregation public housing, which formed
after the second world war. By building a hybrid of public housing to break central
city apartheid living situation, implement central city living fusion of different classes,
and promote the sustainable development of the city. This article attempts to discuss
government’s achievements and shortcomings in housing reconstruction and reform
through the analysis of New Orleans houses damage condition, main housing
rebuilding policy and reconstruction projects after hurricane.
This thesis can be divided into five parts as followed:
The introduction surveys the related academic literature on New Orleans housing
reconstruction after hurricane Katrina both in China and Abroad. Part 1 introduces the
city of New Oleans and the city development history. Part 2 analyses Hurricane
Katrina’s great influence on New Orleans and New Orleans disaster situation in
different regions and classes. Part 3 introduces and analyses the New Orleans’
housing reconstruction planning and funding sources after disaster. Part 4 introduces
the project of New Orleans housing reconstruction after disasters, discusses its current
achievements and influence. The conclusion summarizes the full text, and put forward
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